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both activity and progress, and help to promote the 
belief in the future of English music. 

The suburban Choral Societies, such as the 
Borough of Hackney Choral Association and the 
Highbury Philharmonic, have been doing good and 
useful work. The Concerts of the Westminster 
Choral Society, the St. Georae's Glee Union, the 
glee clubs and choral associations svhich are springing 
up on every side, all testify to musical activity. 

Music, at the ceremonial at the laying of the 
foundation-stone of the Imperial Institute by the 
Queen, occupied a prominent part of the day's 
proceedings. Music also formed a special feature 
at the opening of the People's Palace at Mile End 
by the Queen. But while every other art and science 
was represented on the Committee or Council of the 
new Imperial Institute, music seemed to be altogether 
passed over in the selection of delegates. There 
was also much newspaper talk about Jubilee honours 
for musicians. Here again expectations were not 
realised. Perhaps the day is not far distant when 
the world will hear of the establishment of an Eng- 
lish Legion of Honour especially formed to recognise 
merit in music, the pictorial arts, literature, and 
science, and restricted in its operations to those who 
have earned distinction by their labours in either cause. 
Time will show. England has demonstrated her claim 
to be considered a musical nation, despite all that is 
said to the contrary. English musicians have made 
themselves honourable. Is it not yet time that thet 
should take brevet rank ? 

The record of the deeds and hopes of the year has 
always a melancholy passage. The hand of death 
is always to be traced in the writing of the pages. 
Among the names of those who were once active in 
the promotion of the art of music in its various 
forms, and with whom time is no more since our last 
summary, are Mr. Frank Chappell, the head of the 
f rm of Metzler and Co.; Charles Frye, assistant 
Organist at King's College; Edouard de Paris, a 
famous pianist, in his last days resident in Brighton; 
Lord Gerald Fitzgerald, once a prominent member 
of the famous amateur band, the Wandering 
Minstrels, and a scion of a family noted for 
its love of music for many generations; Dr. Chipp, 
Organist of Ely Cathedral; John Bacon Welch, 
teacher of singing at the Guildhall Schoul of Music 
Lindsay Sloper, teacher of the piano at the same 
place; Frederic Lablache * Edward Hecht, of Man- 
chester; James Broughton, formerly Chorus Master 
of the Leeds Festivals; Robert Cocks, the publisher; 
Thomas Julian Adams, of Eastbourne, a well-known 
Conductor; Joseph Philip Knight, the composer of 
"She wore a wreath of roses" and other popular 
songs; and, among many others whose names cannot 
be specified, Franz Liszt. His visit to England was 
the last joy of a busy, active, and valuable life. Few 
of those who enjoyed the privilege of seeing and 
hearing the great master during his visit thought 
that they were looking upon his face for the last 
time. As he took leave of his English friends, he 
spoke with hopefulness of his intended return visit 
in the followving year. His hope was not realised 
for when the time came the spring flowers were 
blooming on his grave. 

The memory of Joseph Maas, one who was loved 
as a man and admired as an artist, has been per- 
petuated by a beautiful monument erected in Hamp- 
stead Cemetery, and his name is preserved through 
the medium of the scholarship which has been 
f'ounded out of the surplus funds collected for the 
monument. The memory of many of those who have 
" joined the majority " will be kept green for the 
good they have wrought in their lives, and for the 
lesson their actions give to those who are left behind. 
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How far profitable or otherwise the events may prove 
to be in advancing the status of music and musicians, 
each man must judge for himself. svVhat the effect 
may be upon the history of the art in time to come 
can only be estimated in the future. 

WIR. F. H. COWEN'S " RUTH." 
THE Oratorio upon which Mr. F. H. Cowen has 

been engaged for some time past is now c(lmp]eted, 
and we are sure that readers of THE MUSICAL TIMES 
will be interested to learn something of its character 
in anticipation of the performance in Worcester 
Cathedral at the forthcoming Festival of the Three 
Choirs. 

The book of the Oratorio has been laid out, and 
thewords selected,exclusivelyfrom the OldWestament 
Scriptures, by Mr. Joseph Bennett, who has adopted 
a dramatic form as best suited to the nature of a 
story which involves interesting situations and a 
good deal of action. As far as our knowledge goes 
this is the Erst time that the sweet pastoral has been 
so treated, the narrative form, for some reason or 
other, enjoying greater favour. Whether the librettist, 
in the present case, has succeeded in justifying his 
action must be left for experience to decide. Our 
present purpose is limited to the task of description 
only, and we may add to these preliminary remarks 
that Mr. Bennett has not conf1ned himself strictly to 
the ancient Jewish tale. Where dramatic or musical 
exigencies seemed to warrant the course, he has 
diverged, though not beyond the bounds of proba- 
bility, alld in very few cases. 

Mr. Bennett has divided the book into two parts 
and five scenes, the first of which is laid in the land 
of Moab, the action taking place before the house of 
Na07sl.; (contralto). A caravan of Hebrews approaches, 
singing of their return home, where the glorLous Lord 
will be to them a place of broad rivers and streams. 
Naomi questions the travellers as to their destination 
and hears that tlle famine has been taken away from 
Israel. The caravan moves on, the song of tllanks- 
giving dying away in the distance. Left alone, 
Naossli muses upon the Divine aoodness, and feels 
a strong inclination to go home likewise. Her heart 
and flesh cry out for the living God. Desire leads to 
resolve, and the resolve is communicated to Rzfth 
(soprano) and Ortah (soprano) as they enter from the 
house. Orta1; seeks to dissuade her mother-in-law, 
and is supported by the neighbours who have gathered 
round; but Rz1s begs Nao7ZDi to recognise a heavenly 
call, and act upon it. This she determines to do, 
and the scene ends with a benediction from the 
neighbours, who declare that in ali things will lVaOmi 

be blessed. 
The second scene takes place a day's journey on 

the road to the land of Israel. Rxth and C)rt]z have 
accompanied their mother-in-law thus far, as part of 
a band of returning Hebrews, and now, when morning 
breaks and the journey is about to be resumed, 
Naonli entreats her daughters to go back to their own 
people. The conversation which ensues is that so 
well known to every Bible reader, Ortah accepts the 
advice of her relative and retraces her steps, but 
Rgth remains firm, overcomes Nczoslli's resistance, 
and sets out again with the company, who sing with 
two-fold signiticance " Yet a little while and the time 
of harvest will come, when they that sow in tears 
shall reap in joy." 

When the third scene opens we are in the harvest 
field of Boaz near Bethlehem. Ruth has joined the 
Reapers and Gleaners, who sing together a joyous 
chorus in praise of the Lord of harvest, a Reaper 
(baritone) interpolating solo passages. 230aS comes 
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out of the city, exchanges salutations with his 
labourers, and, noticing R".th, enquires who she is. 
The Reaper answers, and then the Bible dialogue is 
once more closely followed, till Boaz departs, again 
salutings and being saluted by, his people. Evening 
comes on, all cease their toil, and go in a body 
towards the town, singing " Now shall we dwell in a 
peaceful habitation and in quiet resting-places." On 
the road Rut1t meets Nczosli, and the two women stop 
to converse; the Reapers and Gleaners continuing 
their way and their song. Now follows the dialogue, 
beginning ;' \Mhere hast thou gleaned to-day ? " 
represented in the Bible as taking place at the house 
of Nalos.zi. As it proceeds, snatches of the Labourers' 
chorus come, more and more faintly, from the dis- 
tance, and at last the music fades away to silence 
In this unusual manner end the lSrst part and the 
third scene. 

The second part (fourth scene) opans on the 
threshing-floor of Bonz, where Reapers and Gleaners 
have assembled at the close of harvest. Bocrx enters 
accompar.ied by an Elder (baritone), and expresses 
gratitude to God for the bountiful fruits of the earth, 
his people meanwhile assuring him that he will be 
blessed in their possession. The Elder then quotes 
the Divine injunction: " After thou hast gathered in 
thy corn and thy wine, thou shalt surely rejoice in 
thy feast. ' Hearing this, the labourers call for tim- 
brel, harp, and psaltery, to the sound of which they 
engage in choral dances, all Enally bringing to mind 
the horrors of the famine, and joining in a pro- 
longed expression of praise and thanksgiving. Night 
having fallen, the people disperse to their homes, 
leaving Boaz, vvho lies down and sleeps upon a heap 
of corn. As he reposes, Rlftiz enters, with a prayer 
to the Guide of her youth for help and protection. 
As she moves to ards Boaz he awakes, and begins 
the well-known dialogue, which concludes with a 
promise to do his duty as a near kinsman. It will 
be observed that Mr. Bennett has considerably 
modiEed a situation, some details of which, however 
signiIScant and beautiful as appertaining to Hebrew 
customs, are hardly accordant with modern taste. 
Either this had to be done or the interview on the 
threshing-floor the very crisis of the story omitted 
altogether. Between two such courses choice was 
easy. 

The last scene is laid at the gate of Bethlehem, 
where all the daa71zatis persollz have gathered. Boaz 
¢alls upon the people to witness that he has taken 
Rt11 to wife, and they respond with a wish that she 
may be as Rachel and Leah unto Israel. The four 
principal characters then give utterance to appro- 
priate reflections upon the situation, while the people 
pronounce the ancient Benediction, " The Lord bless 
you and keep you," 8cc. As this eltsesxble closes, a 
spirit of prophecy descends upon the Elder, who 
looking into the future, sees a son born to Rt1; and 
Bo , from whose roots shall spring a Branch, under 
the shadow of which those who dwell there " shall 
revive as the corn and flourish as tlle vine." A 
chorus of praise then ends the work. 

It goes without saying that the librettist has looked 
outside the book of Ruth for much of the text, and it 
clearly appears that he has ransacked Old Testa- 
ment poetry for impressive and eloquent words, giVilig 

studied preference to those which, by allusion to 
pastoral pursuits, conditions, and circumstances, best 
harmonise with the drama. 

As regards Mr. Cowen's music, a few general 
observations are called for in the lS-rst place. The 
composer has wisely refrained from the struotural 
innovations so often attempted now-a-days with great 
boldness and little result. His lEve Scenes are sub- 
divided into numbers which, though closely linked, 

in a majority of cases, to their immediate neighbours, 
are yet complete entities, having a beginning, a 
middle, and an ena, and being otilerwise in accepted 
form. The unit of the work is, no doubt, the Scene 
but tlle fractions of the Scene are made artistically 
complete in themselves, according as the verbal text 
expresses a complete sense. I n this manner Mr. 
Cowen shows a more thorough regard for the " poetic 
basis " of his music than would have been the case 
had he made each grand division of the sul)ject a long 
parat,rapll with only one period. Another point 
rvhich should be indicated is a very restrained use of 
the Lsz7ssotiv and reminiscent theme. In his secular 
Cantata " Sleeping Beauty" Mr. Cowen largely 
employed these desrices. Why he has not done so in 
the present case is a question to which we can only 
give a sseculative and, therefore, worthless reply;. 
the fact stands, as we have said, and it is one with 
svinictl ew will quarrel in connection with oratorio. 
'Rhe leading representative themes are four in 
number; three doing duty for circu.mstances and one 
for a person. First of the three comes a motive 
aIwas s heard in connection with the journey to the 
land of Israel. It may be called the motive of home- 
ward travel:- 

N o. I . A nd an f e ?zorVeraZo. 

4-S ! Sts. z tg 
's 

The second should, perhaps, De known as the motive 
of Home itself. It is ISrst heard in association with 
the words: " Our eyes shall see Jerusalem "- 

BXIL s < FS--i1 0J- ;>= 0- 

Our eyes shall see Je - ru - sa- lem. . . 

The third is a Harvest motive- 
No. 3. 

Sit-0->tS >4-l r- t-^:x-L_!--vi- 
The one persotlal motive always precedes the en trXtnce 
of Boaz- 

No. 4. 
fA Uslisor. A A 

{ r Frt . t j F;> m | g ;v_: 

&c. 

It will be observed that neither Rilth nor lNao11li 
are represented in this fashion, and it will be con- 
cluded that the composer attaches no great import- 
ance-in oratorio, at any rate to the so-called 
" leading theme," since he leaves two such important 
characters destitute. As a matter of fact, the themes 
above given are themselves so little 1lsed that we are 
scarcely justified in giving up more than a small 
amount of space to their statement and consideration 
There are in the work, as may be supposed, instances 
of subJects repeated in a suggestive way, but 
nothing materially interferes with the conspicuous 
fact that the various divisions of the text are 
dealt with independently, and with a view to Lhe 
unim paired expression of their prevailing sentiment. 
As regards the melodic and harmonic characteristics 
of WIr. Cowen's new work, it will readily be assumed 
that they are permeated with an individuality which 
the composer has by this time made famiiiar. Mr 
Cowen is never common-place. More and better 
than this, he is always distinctive and recognisable 
His themes have a character of their own, and so has 
the harmony with which he clothes them. Concerning 
the orchestration of " Ruth," we are unable to express 
an opinion, but its excellence may be taken for- 
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F0 - > j r r 2 r + i ! 1 J ; [aIvJ 
For the pas-tures of t}}ewil-der-ness do spring. 

A smooth and flouling pastoral style is maintained 
through the eolse71lbldX which gaivls variety by employ- 
ment of tlle female voices in two and three part 
harmony as an alternative to the incidental solo and 
full chorus. The Boaz theme precedes the entry of 
that personage with his molaotone salutation, '; The 

n; t ........ . } l 

Lord be with you,7' to wllicll the labourers respond 
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granted, Mr. Cowen having shown over and over 
again that he knows how to handle deftly the means 
which a modern orchestra puts at disposal. 

The reader probably expects us now to run through 
the various scenes in order, and point out whatever 
may be found specially remarkable. We hasten to 
fulfil the obligation, in the limited manner dictated 
by considerations of space. 

There is no overture, or orchestral introduction 
the motive of Travel beinF at once heard, prelirninary 
to a chorus of returning Hebrews: "Lord, Thou 
hast been our dwelling-place." This number is in 
the usual form-prineipal section, episode, return of 
principal section with a contrasted and important 
Codrt, i' There the glorious Lord," &c. The motive 
of Travel runs through the principal section only 
that of Home being the theme of the episode. 
Somewhat of an archaic character is giLren to the 
chorus by the leading subject- 

M- w CX 1 S C < S t _s 5 r 5 
Lord, 1 hou hast been our dwelling-place in all ,>-nc-ra-tions 

but the greatest eSect is made in the Corlrl, " There 
the glorious Lord " an example of strong and 
strenuous music. The brief dialogue between Naonli 
and an Elder of the caravan is attended throuvhout 
by the Home motive, after which the chorus resunzes 
and gradually dies away. The second numberopens 
with an air for lVaonlz, i' Like as a father " in which 
conspicuous use is made of the two representative 
themes (Travel and Home) already mentioned-this 
in conneotion with the widow's resolve to return to 
her own people. In the course of Naosliis dialogue 
with her daughters-in-law, and wllen OEaX exclaims 
" Lo ! famine consumes the land,' a minor represen- 
tative phrase is heard- 

No. 6. 
n > -f ̂  ^ _ L_ . 

subject, " We will sing aloud of Thy mercy," recalls 
Mendelssohn, t ut is none the worse on that account, 
while the whole serves as an appropriate introduc- 
tion to the scene in which Naozni counsels her 
daughters to return. Mr. Cowen could not but be 
conscious that here a great opportunity lay to his 
hand, and he has used it well, not by complication 
and elaboration of means, but by endeavouring to 
embody the keen feelings of the situation in melody 
which shall be their adequate expression. The 
music, therefore, is simple, but all music should be 
as simple as the requirements of its subject allow 
Mr. Cowen, however, marks off the mother's passages 
from those of the younger women by changes in tlle 
7,ravity and character of the accompaniment, and 
takes other means to secure a desirable distinctive- 
ncss. Moreover, the dialogue is relieved by a brief 
entry of the Hebrews' Chorus, the words of which 
" Let us go again to our own people," mingle with 
those of ]\Ta01ni as she still further presses RtDth to 
rejoin her kindred. Then follows Ruth's memorable 
declaration upon which, as in duty bound, Mr. Cowen 
has lavished all his care, in order to secure intense 
pathos without bathos. H is success cannot, we 
think, be disputed. The melody is most expressive 
and touching, as the follosxTing passage shows- 

1 2 i 17Tr W oW,,,89 t I ,> 
En-treat me not to leave thee, or to re- turn from fol-lolv-ing 

= -$; o 8-P$ t t 2; ^1 t¢-t 
af - terthee, for whi-therthou go - est I w}ll go and 

> ;-JAnvf e o__F&c. 
wherethoulodg - est I will lodge, 

a.nd, still more, the follossing- 
No. 9. 

-> >. r r IC tv C w 1> 
Where thou di - est I will dse, and there will I be bu-rieds 

Mr. Cowen does not prolong the solo. It passes in 
two or three minutes, but it leaves an impression 
that endures to the end of tlle work. The final 
chorus of this scene, "The Lord hath done great 
things for us,?' is generally in the massive, contra^ 
puntal style of the first, but more fully developed. 
It adds no little to the sum of the merit possessed by 
the oratorio, and makes an effective ending to a 
scene which is full of musical beauty. VVe should 
add that when the voices cease, the motive of Travel 
indicates that the Caravan has resumed its home- 
ward journey. 

The Harvest motive opens the scene in the wheat- 
Eeld, and introduces a somewhat extended orchestral 
prelude to the solo and chorus of Reapers and 
Gleaners, " Fear not, O land.?' Into the earliest 
phrases of this .he motive enters- 

No. IO. 

afterwards associated with the dissuasion of the 
neighbours: " We will rejoice and be glad in thee." 
These words and others are set as an ensernble for 
chorus and soprano solo (Orpah), the progress of 
which Naomi breaks now and then with her sustained 
resolve to depart. The whole movement is smoothly 
written in contrapuntal fashion, points of imitation 
abounding throughouts and is carried on at some 
length very pleasingly, but without much force of 
expression. It is as though the composer intended 
to give an idea of neighbourly compliment and 
goodwill. Rth's following solo strikes a diSerent 
chord with artful emphasis. Here the conviction is 
firm, the feeling ardent, as may be seen in the open- 
ing phrase- 

No. 7. 

-<tr J-> r > all ->SF > f k 

Be of goodcom-fort, a- rise, He call-eththee. 

and the whole fibre of tlle music solid, while perfectly 
free and unembarrassed. This air may be counted 
on for all the effect which an ig; d'elztrz7fa should 
have. It is well supported by tlle benediction of the 
neighbours: " The Lord thy God shall lJless thee in 
all that thou doest," to which massive and imposing 
harmoriies lend all requisite dignity. 

The second scene b,e>,ins with a chorus of returning 
Hebrews "God shall llelp us when the moring 
appeareth "-another example of the lofty and im- 
pressive choral writing that best hecomes the cha- 
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in unison, using a quaint unaccompanied phrase, 
possibly of Hebrew origin- 

5,0. II. 

t: r r r ,§ _ I ,$ p 

The Lord bless . . . . thee. 

The dialogue following ranks with that in the 
second scene. Preceded by the Home motive, it 
introduces that of Harvest where the Reaper 
answers Boa4, " So she came and hath continued 
even from the morning until now." The Home 
theme is also an attendant upon the xvords of Bocz: 
" It hath fully been showed me. . . . how that 
thou hast left thy father and thy mother," &c. 
These are the chief structural features of the 
dialogue music, which, hoxvever, derives its chief 
value from natural and expressive melody and 
,eneral fitness to the situation. Reminiscences of 
the pastoral introduction and the openint, chorus of 
the scene suggest the idea of labour till evenint, 
comes on, and the toilers go hotneward. The con- 
cluding number of the scene embraces a chorus. 
" hIan goeth forth unto his labour until the evening," 
and the dialogue in which Rl.t1t and Nczo7,zi speak of 
Bocl . Undoubtedly the chorus is one of the most 
beautiful and charming tllings in the entire work. 
It comprises two distinct sets of words and themes 
sung respectively by the Reapers and the Glcaners 
the men leading off 

NO. I2. 
BASSES 

65S > C; 1° l, t A2I#--: ;SS B^q7t> §^S 

Man goethforthun-to his la-lJour un-til the eve - ning, 

and continuing in the same simple, tender, and 
pleasing style. The women, on their part, have a 
different rhythm and subject, which, however, does 
not stand in the way of combination- 

NO. I3. 

i-b J ! > J v>t-lr t :o :- k 
Fear not, O land, . . be glad and re- joice.. . 

the theme being that which opened the Harvest 
chorus. \Alhen Nctomi meets Rtlth, and the harvesters 
pass on, the dialogue (prlalte) of the two women 
is happily accompanied by the melody of Rzzth's solo, 
"Entreat me not to leave thee," and several times 
interrupted by the receding chorus. All this is 
managed with immense tact, and we shall be sur- 
prised if the novel and beautiful finish of the first 
part do not make a sensation. 

The second part is preluded by an orchestral 
movement in G minor, enl:itled "Thanksgiving at 
HarsTest Time." The true effect of this can only be 
judged on perusal of the score, but we may say that 
it is full of earnest feeling, and boasts a good deal of 
character, especially the section marked Ist 71:z0d0 
d'zal Caslto religioso. Notlling in the work, perhaps, 
is more in the composer's individual style. A solo 
for Boax, " How excellent is Thz loving-kindness "- 
led up to by an exordium founded on the Harvest 
motise gives the tenor vocalist a good opportunity 
for the eSect open to legitimate singing. It is 
relieved by a choral response, " He will love thee 
and bless thee," having the plain, solid, substantial 
features of which, as we have already seen, WIr. Cowen 
knows at once the secret and the value. The Elder's 
brief address, " Tllus saith the Lord," follows, preced- 
ing an important series of choruses. First of all, the 
Reapers sinv, 'Now shall tlle rirgin rejoice," &-c. 
as the Gleaners dance; the vocal music, of course, 
beinbr an accompaniment to the dance measure as 
played bv the orchestra. In work of .his kind 
Mr. Cowen is penuliarly happy, having a perfeWt 

command of grace and piquancy. Here, at any rate, 
he has invented themes and orchestra} effects in the 
highest degree characteristic, but without over- 
stepping the limits imposed by an oratorio. The 
dance of Gleaners is folloured by a dance of Reapers, 
to which the women sing an accompaniment, using 
words, beginning " Corn shall make the young men 
cheerful." Again we have character, piquancy, and 
charm- 

No. I4. 

gt ! bt t t o- _ ;jS 

Presently the two dances are cleverly combined with 
e}ccellent effect, and treated thus with full develop- 
ment. In the next number, Mr. Cowen makes his 
greatest, and, we 67enture to think, most successful 
choral efort. Opening wit h solemn ar.d pathetic 
strains on the words, " The Lord said: I will send a 
famine," he passes to a jtlbilant outburst, " We will 
praise Thee, O Lord," of considerable length and 
sustained force and animation. This is the com- 
poser's " Thanks be to God," and one not unworthy 
of association with Mendelssohn's masterpiece. It is 
in the usual form, the episode being one of peculiar 
grandeur. One migllt almost infer this from the 
theme, as given out for imitation by the basses- 

,No 5 l f g e b: 6 dbt l t:-f-if- r 
From the ris - ing of the sun . . un - to the go-ing 

5b ; 8- 1-§f- C' r I § t 

_ r i I I I I 1 1 Z down there- of the Lord's Name be praised. 

The whole is worked out at much lermgth and with 
increasing power right up to the climax, whence the 
music rapidly subsides, fading away as the people 
depart, and Boczz lies down to sleep. As Rxt1d 
enters, the orchestra plays the melody of her solo, 
" Intreat me not to leave thee," which leads to 
an earnest prayer, " My ITather, Thou art the Gui;de 
of my yo.lth." It is brief, but full of signilScance and 
appropriateness to the situation. The music of the 
ensuing dialogue and duet, " Happy am I," shows no 
falling off from this level. 

The f1nal scene is wisely not prolonged, the story 
having reaclled its higllest point of interest, and no- 
thing remaining but a consummation which every- 
body foresees. Boaz, preceded bst his theme, as usual, 
announces his sc purchase " of Rtlth, and the assem- 
bled people respond sith words of good will, set to 
plain and massive strains. Then follows an eltse17zble, 
in which all the characters and the chorus take part 
Rlzth leading off with a solo- 

No. I6, 

8 1e4- 1 1e >f | ;_ 
Tlle Lord is 1ny strength and my sllield. . . 

after her coming Nct0s13isvith an independent melody, 
" I have been young and now am old." Boaz next 
takes up the taleS " The meek sl-lall inherit the earth,S' 
and then tlle subjects are variously employed in com- 
bination till the entrance of the chorus, headed by 
tlne Elder, NV}10 leads a quasi-ecclesiastical Bene- 
diction 

0. I7. 

t:5F=--s= e--:-@- ^ r te w¢- 
he Lord bless you alld keep you. . . 
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In the end all the solos are joined with the chorus, 
so continuing to the close in solemn and stately 
fashion. The Elder's prophecy, " Behold new things 
do I dec]are," shows that Mr. Cowen still has ample 
resources left, especially of fancy, for the creation of 
new and interesting ideas a fact to which the final 
chorus, " O generation, see ye the words of the 
Lord,X' bears even more emphatic testimony, the 
peroration being as animated, vigorous, and effective 
as any part of the work. 

We have now given not only a description, but a 
record of lSrst impressions which warrant in con- 
gratulating the Worcester Festisral upon a noble 
addition to its programme, and English art upon an 
oratorio of which English amateurs should be proud. 

VICTORI AN MIJSIC. 
(Concluded fronz page 398.) 

IN previous notices of Victorian music we sought 
to draw a contrast between the condition of the art 
at the present time and when the Queen came to 
the throne. VVe also indicated the more prominent 
agencies by which the changes observed were brought 
about. There now remains to dwell for a little upon 
matters of at least equal importance, connected with 
the fluctuations- or progressive stages, if the reader 
lilse i. better which have marked the condition of 
public taste ar.d, to a large extent determined the 
course and character of music during the period 
under notice. 

At the outset of this consideration we should make 
present to the reader's mind certain facts which 
distinguish tlle art of music from its kindred. May 
we put the case thus broadly: The past of other arts 
remains and mingles on equal terms with the present; 
the past of music is dead, and there is only the 4 
present. This, of course, is a rough generalisation, 
not to be accepied as of microscopic ISdelity to the 
actual circumstances, but on the whole it expresses 4 
a trutb. The poetry of generations long gone by is 
the poetry of to-day-often more esteemed than that J 
of contemporary genius and exerts amongst us an 
act;sre force, influencing the minds of men, shaping 
their thoughts and even their expressions. So with i 
sculpture, as to its kind and in its degree. The 4 
masterpieces of the ancient world are those before ] 
which men now living bom7 in admiration, and by 4 
which they determine their standard of perfection. ] 
Architecture may, on its part, be said to have no 
past, since the energies of the present are devoted to ] 
labour upon old models. Of all the arts, painting 4 
comes nearest to music as viewed from the stand- 4 
polnt we have now taken up. But while its progress: 
has been marked by the rise and fall of schools, and fl 
by many changes of faith and practice, the measure ] 
of this phenomenon cannot be compared with that: 
observable in connection with music, nor is the < 
attitude of the public the same. The great pictures j 
of all ages and styles have a place in common esteem i 
with those which meet the latest development of ( 
taste and are equally honoured as works of genius. s 
Music stands alone, not only in thAe rapidity with ' 
which the fashiont ot it changes, but in that the ( 
Xshion of yesterday is as tnuch disregarded to-day 1 
as is a past shape in bonnets or mantles. By some < 
minds, of course, change is less favourably received n 
than by others. In certain cases a constitutional 5 
objection to quit the old lines comes into operation, l 
or there may, in special caves, be powerful reasons l 
founded upon artistic considerations. Hence we ] 
have, at any given time, a multitude of preferences, ] 
the assertion of which leads to clashing and contest. X 
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But amateurs who are most conservative are them- 
selves moving. They stand where stood the " radical 
reformers' of a century ago, and they ignore the 
music of two centuries ago with as much resolution 
and completeness as do their antagonists of to-day. 
I'he " dead past " of music begins where the retro- 
spective sympathies of conservative minds end, and 
that fatal limit is ever advancing, enclosing more and 
more of the domain of bye-gone art, and consigning 
it to darkness and oblivion. We do not here enquire 
into the reason of a condition from which other arts 
are free, though the question is most interesting and 
attractive. Nor will we assume that it is a necessary 
and unavoidable condition. A time may come when 
a more perfected and universal taste than has existed 
hitherto shall comprehend the good of all ages; 
nseanwhile we must take m&tters as we find them 
and no survey of the last ISfty years can boast of even 
elementary completeness while it ignores the changes 
of musical fashion. 

NVith regard to orchestral music, the higher tastes 
of English amateurs were devoted to the classical 
masters for many years after the Queen came to the 
throne. A glance at the Philharmonic and other 
programmes of the day show this with striking com- 
pleteness, and it is a spectacle that gives no 
occasion for wonder. Music-lovers were then almost 
within the shadow cast by the great German com- 
posers as they receded from earth. Beethoven and 
Bteber had died but yesterday, so to speak, Haydn 
was a personal recollection to many living men, and 
Mozart belonged to the generation immediately paste 
This marvellous constellation of genius might well 
have been enough for those who saw its pristine 
splendour, and first comprehended its significanceD 
Vainly would any contemporary musician, however 
great, have striven against the influence of the mighty 
dead, had he dared to set up a musical way of his 
own. There was only one course open-to follow on 
the classical lines svith such individual peculiarities 
as might give distinctiveness and piquancy. This 
course Spohr, Mendelssohn, and Schumann adopted 
with greater or less fidelity, so bringing up the 
rear of the masters of whose comparly they were 
worthy. 

The Erst contemporary that exercised a powerful 
influence upon Victorian taste in music was Spohr. 
Circumstances in a measure favoured the rise of this 
master. The age naturally rejoiced in one who had 
a claim to be considered great, and accounted a 
legitimate successor of heroes not long passed away. 
Moreover7 Spohr had no serious rival between Beet- 
hoven's death and the advent of Mendelssolan. In 
orchestral music, as in that of oratorio and the 
chamber there was none to dispute his pre-eminenceO 
But his English success was due to the fact that 
while closely adhering to classic forms and principles 
he had characteristics of a new and fascinating kind. 
His music oSended no prejudices, and puzzled none 
of its hearers. Beautifully clear in its meaning and 
familiar in its main constructive lines, it allowed 
free plav to a wealth of tender and touching melody 
cc)upled with a richness and elaboration of harmony 
such as had never before challenged admirationO 
We of the present day are acquainted with Spohr's 
defects. We rightly estimate his cloying sweetness 
his abundant mannerisms, and the comparative 
absence from his music of strong elements. But then 
we are in tne position of a man who has long lived 
with a beautiful and somewhat insipid woman. The 
beauty has become familiar, 0sthile pd5'i tA55U, there 
h as been inoreasing perception of the insipidity. 
Fifty Jears aqo the charm of Spohr was fresh, and 
England fell madly in love with him, doting upon his 
melodies and rolling his ornate harmony, like a sweet 
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